Otzar hachochma is an external hard drive the size of an iphone. It contains
approximately 15,000,000 pages scanned in their original format from
59,000 Seforim.
Otzar Hachochma costs as much as a streimel, but the total value of all the
seforim contained in it is equivalent to the cost of a 5 bedroom
apartment in Jerusalem.
Otzar Hachochma contains a free search option yielding results from all of
our books. The search option (of any words) is simply the best and most
effective way to access all of the books in the program.
Using the Otzar hachochma's search engine, 99% of the Jewish population
can find mention of their relatives, their communities, and their roots.
It is possible to add separate packages of the seforim from Machon
Yerushalayim, Ahavat Shalom and Mossad Harav Kook. They are
marketing their seforim as a whole in Otzar Hachochma software.
The founders, programmers, developers, and support staff are bnei Torah,
who understand the needs of the clientele and have created the software
based on those needs.
Otzar Hachochma is extremely user friendly so even though many of the
clients are not computer literate, they have no trouble using the program.
Are you interested in knowing the viewpoints of the poskei hador
regarding any matter? Rav Elyashiv ztz”l is cited more than 25,000 times,
and Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach ztz”l more than 40,000 times in
different places. Likewise with the other Poskim of our generation such as
Rav Moshe Feinstein, Rav Wosner, Rav Ovadya Yossef, the Minchas
Yitzchak, Rav Bentzion Abba Shaul, Rav Moshe Sternbuch and many others.

Otzar Hachochma software is currently being used by gedolei hador,
roshei yeshivah, dayanim, poskim, and avreichim on a daily basis. L'havdil,
it can also be found in research institutes internationally and in The White
House library and esteemed universities worldwide.
In Otzar Hachochma you will find 1450 Sifrei Peirushim on Masechet
Pesachim, 722 Machshava Seforim about our Holidays including Pesach,
375 Seforim about Hilchos Pesach, and 795 different Haggadot.
We believe in a few years Otzar Hachochma will be essential to every frum
household as much as a refrigerator, washing machine and air conditioner
are. Until a few years ago we did not know how necessary these household
items were and today we cannot live without them! What are you waiting for?!

Get ready for the Shevua HaSefer discount coming this
Sivan (may)! With this discount you can’t go wrong!
esterdesign.com

Producing Otzar Hachochma software has required enormous amounts of
funding, effort, and time. From a legal and halachic standpoint
reproduction of this program is illegal.
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